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PUSH YOUR 
BOUNDARIES

COMPLETE CRICKET COLLEGE PROSPECTUS



I am delighted to be working with Complete 
Cricket as their Ambassador. A great coaching 
business working with cricketers of all ages and 
abilities and inspiring the future generation of 
cricketers in the UK.
Ian Bell, Warwickshire County Cricket Club & Complete Cricket Ambassador
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A UNIQUE 
OPPORTUNITY
AN ALTERNATIVE TO COLLEGE OR 6TH FORM EDUCATION

The Complete Cricket College programme 
is a unique opportunity for 16-18 year olds to 
continue their education whilst developing 
their cricket skills. This brand-new course is 
fully funded, offers a balanced educational 
experience and provides a real alternative to 
college or sixth form education.

Qualified tutors guide students through the 
various modules over the course of the two-year 
programme, preparing them for a career in the 
sports industry, university, an apprenticeship and 
other pathways. 

The cricket element is led by cricketing experts 
at leading cricket facilities. The Complete 
Cricket College is government funded and gives 
students access to a first-class cricket coaching 
environment that helps take their game to the 
next level.

THE PROGRAMME FEATURES

Train
Work with top coaches from Complete Cricket in 
first-class facilities for up to six hours per week 
and develop your total cricket game.

Learn
Study full-time with tutors from Aspire Training 
Solutions on a qualification equivalent to three  
A Levels.

Game play
Complete Cricket College students can put their 
skills to the test against other teams in matches 
during the summer months.

Exposure
Our connections with professional cricket clubs 
means there’s a chance for some students to 
showcase their skills. 

Kit
Complete Cricket College students receive their 
own branded training and playing kit as well as 
accessing exclusive discounts on equipment with 
our official partner Hawk Cricket.

Employment pathways
Players who pass relevant coaching badges 
could have opportunities to join the Complete 
Cricket grassroots coaching team and earn 
money.

Overseas opportunities
On completion of the programme, players 
who have demonstrated consistently good 
performances can be assisted with overseas 
placements in Australia or New Zealand*.

*self-funding for travel and living costs may be required
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Complete Cricket are 
constantly providing 
innovative and 
ground-breaking 
opportunities for both 
cricket and personal 
development. I am 
extremely proud to 
be working with  
such a passionate  
and flourishing  
company.
Marie Kelly, Warwickshire  
Women’s and Birmingham  
Bears Women’s Captain
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PROGRAMME  
OVERVIEW
MORE THAN JUST A QUALIFICATION

AGE
16-18 year olds

DURATION
Two years, full-time 

QUALIFICATION
Level 3 Cambridge Technical in Sport and 
Physical Activity

COST
Fully funded 

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
3 GCSE’S A-C, preferably both Maths and 
English

CRICKET TRAINING PROVIDER
Complete Cricket International 

EDUCATION PROVIDER
Aspire Training Solutions 

COURSE START DATE
September 2019 

LOCATIONS
Birmingham and Solihull

EXIT ROUTES
Full-time employment or apprenticeships, 
employment opportunities in the sports and 
physical activity sector, coaching opportunities 
in the UK or overseas, foundation or honours 
degree at university in a sports-related discipline 
and non-playing employment opportunities in 
cricket.
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Complete Cricket 
have raised the 
bar with high level 
advice on every 
aspect of the game 
from a professional 
team of dedicated 
and experienced 
coaches.
Parent’s Comment
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CRICKET  
PROGRAMME
TAKE YOUR GAME TO THE NEXT LEVEL

BATTING

World class basics

Batting options vs spin / pace

White ball batting

Red ball batting

Power hitting / boundary options

Sweeping / ramping

Game plans against spin / pace

Rotating the strike

Mental preparation

Video analysis

Pre-match preparation & routines

Players will be involved in all aspects of developing their own game.  Players are assigned their own 
development programme, which they will follow over the two years of the course. This will include:

BOWLING

Developing a sustainable &  
repeatable action

Bowling fitness

Increasing pace / spin

Tactical analysis and field placements

Developing variations

Identifying batters weaknesses

Mental approach & tactics

Strength & conditioning 

Video analysis

Game plans against attacking & defensive batters

FIELDING

Developing your own  
fielding skills

Fielding in the three areas (close, inner  
ring & the boundary)

Diving techniques

Throwing effectively 

Catching under pressure & in variety  
of positions

Team work

Movement skills

Mental approach to fielding

Video analysis

WICKETKEEPING

Offside & legside takes

Importance of great posture

Standing up & standing back

Catching under pressure

Diving techniques

Improving footwork & speed

Game management

Reading of pitches

Video analysis

Supporting the captain  
& bowler

ADDITIONAL SUPPORT

Nutrition / psychological /  
strength & conditioning
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James gained an 
awful lot from the 
Complete Cricket 
programme and 
this is testament 
to the variety 
provided whilst 
at the same time 
being aware of the 
physical demands 
of a cricketer.
Parent’s Comment 
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LEVEL 3 CAMBRIDGE  
TECHNICAL IN SPORT 
& PHYSICAL ACTIVITY
TAKE YOUR EDUCATION TO THE NEXT LEVEL

If you’re interested in a particular industry but 
not yet sure what job you’d like to do, the applied 
learning route might suit you. They combine 
practical learning with developing knowledge 
and skills. You can go on to further training or 
employment, or you can go on to university.

The Qualification 
The Level 3 Cambridge Technical in Sport 
and Physical Activity provides you with the 
knowledge and skills you need for your future, 
helping you achieve your full potential.

Created by OCR, a leading UK awarding body, 
the vocational qualification is a real alternative 
to A Levels or BTEC routes. It is designed to 
contain refreshing and exciting content, that’s 
up to date, engaging, fit for purpose and 
suitable for your needs.

It helps develop your knowledge, understanding 
and skills of the principles of sport and physical 
activity. Gaining an insight into the sector as you 
investigate opportunities for delivering sport and 
physical activity to a wide range of participants, 
you are taught in a safe and professional 
environment. In doing so, you also gain core 
skills required by universities and employers 
such as communication, problem solving, time 
management, research and analytical skills. 

Designed by Industry Experts 
The Level 3 Cambridge Technical in Sport and 
Physical Activity focuses on the requirements 
that today’s universities and employers demand. 
Designed in consultation with a vast number of 
universities, employers and industry specialists, 
you practically apply your skills and knowledge 
in preparation for further study or the workplace. 
Organisations include University of Birmingham, 
CIMPSA, Durham University, Sports Coach UK, 
Coventry University, Youth Sports Trust and the 
University of Worcester.

Progression 
Cambridge Technicals provide a strong base 
for progression to university, apprenticeships or 
work and are recognised for UCAS tariff points. 
The two-year study programme includes a range 
of mandatory, optional and specialist pathway 
units, allowing your students to really focus on 
what is right for their chosen career path. Units 
can include sports coaching, sports injuries 
and rehabilitation, the business of sport, sport 
development, performance analysis, nutrition for 
sport and exercise, sport psychology and more. 

74% OF EMPLOYERS
say they want people with a mix of 

academic and vocational qualifications
source: Inspiring Growth Survey, 2015
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COURSE TRAINING 
PROVIDERS
ABOUT COMPLETE CRICKET & ASPIRE TRAINING SOLUTIONS

COMPLETE CRICKET INTERNATIONAL 

Complete Cricket International are the UK’s 
leading cricket coaching provider. They 
specialise in developing cricketers of all ages, 
using an extensive range of ground-breaking 
high-quality cricket coaching programmes 
for individuals, schools, clubs, universities and 
county boards. Their team include coaches with 
test match, ODI and county cricket experience.

ASPIRE TRAINING SOLUTIONS 

Aspire specialise in the delivery of accredited, 
sport related qualifications and apprenticeships. 
The independent training provider brings 
extensive knowledge and experience in the 
sports and physical activity sector and is a 
trusted partner for hundreds of schools across 
the country. Their team consists of a number of 
qualified teaching staff who help ensure students 
experience the best learning experience.

I am very happy to be 
on board with Complete 
Cricket as an Ambassador. 
A coaching company who 
have helped me develop as 
a person and as a player. 
It will now be nice to give 
something back.
Henry Brookes, Warwickshire County 
Cricket Club & Complete Cricket 
Ambassador
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HOW DO I JOIN  
THE PROGRAMME?

We want to ensure that your pathway to joining the Complete Cricket College is as simple as possible. 
However, as well as meeting the minimum entry requirements, we expect all players to meet a minimum 
cricket standard. This is assessed via a practical evaluation and interview process.
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For more information on Complete Cricket College: 
www.completecricket.co.uk/cricket-college 
Tel: 0121 663 1979    Email: info@aspire-sports.co.uk

In partnership with

COMPLETE CRICKET COLLEGE PROSPECTUS 
VERSION ONE : FEBRUARY 2019

JOIN THE TEAM
BE THE ULTIMATE ALL-ROUNDER


